Fever, 1793: Chapter 6

Vocabulary:

**horde** *(def):* _______________________________________________________________________

*(sent.):* __________________________________________________________________________

**quarantine** *(def):* _______________________________________________________________________

*(sent.):* __________________________________________________________________________

**detest** *(def):* _______________________________________________________________________

*(sent.):* __________________________________________________________________________

**spinster** *(def):* _______________________________________________________________________

*(sent.):* __________________________________________________________________________

Questions:

1. What is a fond memory Mattie has of winter?

2. What did grandfather hear about that Mattie is embarrassed? She thinks that there are too many busybodies.

3. Why has the business of the coffeehouse improved so much lately?

4. What ideas does grandfather have for the extra money?

5. What is Mattie’s idea for the extra money?

6. Why does Grandfather not want to go anywhere?

7. What message is delivered?

8. Why does Mattie decide to go to the Ogilvies?